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Abstract. Bilingual corpora are the important resources in constructing the 
machine translation systems. In this paper the design process of the monolingual 
Persian corpus and its use in development of Persian-Azerbaijani MT system are 
described. Some problems faced experimentally in developing the Persian-
Azerbaijani MT system are discussed. 

 
1. Introduction 

Persian (also known as Farsi) is one of the Indo-European languages. Unlike many of the 
Indo-European languages (for example English) it is not written in the Latin alphabet, but uses 
same script as Arabic, with four additional characters. The Persian language is also one of low 
investigated languages from the point of view of existence of the NLP systems (MT, ASR, TTS 
etc.) developed for this language. 

Approaches to the development of the modern NLP systems are based on statistical 
analysis of corpora (monolingual or bilingual), because it gives possibility to detect many 
regularity of any natural language. Corpora also has great important from the point of view of 
Machine Translation (MT system). For example, one way to improve the result of automatic 
translation is to limit the efforts to a specific domain, containing texts of a similar content. The 
use of corpora and statistics gives possibility to solve the ambiguity problems in the translation 
process, since many words have much fewer possible translations in a restricted domain [1-4]. 
MT systems using this approach are often corpus-based, i.e. they have used translation data in 
the form of parallel corpora to construct their linguistic resources. On the other hand, corpora 
allow creating the MT (and traditional) dictionaries more relevant to current state of the 
language. There are several resources in written text that can be used for creating corpora. 
Newswires and books are the most well-known resources for this task. Nowadays web pages are 
also widely use as a rich source to construct corpora; because it is possible to collect various 
texts being a representative of the language by providing the texts in various genres and various 
authors. The result is providing a reasonable accurate picture of the entire language in which we 
are interested. Reaching the goal is not an easy task. While working to build a corpus, you 
might face difficulties; and before processing the corpus, these problems should be removed at a 
step named “preprocessing”. In the experiences made to a Persian-Azerbaijani corpus, we faced 
a lot of problems due to some special features of Persian. In this paper, we discuss these 
problems to give a comprehensive perspective of Persian-Azerbaijani corpus to readers. 
 
2. Constructing The Persian corpus 

Because, our goal is converting from Persian into Azerbaijani preserving the meaning, we 
want to answer this question: Why do we also use corpus in the translation process? Firstly it's 
necessary to identify high occurrence frequencies words from the other in Persian documents 
secondly there are some polysemous words that should be found the best translation equivalents 
of them, so parallel corpora statistically provide an alternative solution for overcoming this 
problem [5-7]. 

Documents of corpus collection are actually news articles of newspaper 
(www.hamshahri.net) , scientific sites (www.roshd.ir) , Economic, social, politic, sports and etc 
articles that is written by many authors from a variety of backgrounds and covers a range of 
different topics, each with a credible size of data. It also consists of real text in everyday use of 
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Persians that implies it has the sampling and representativeness property. In addition it used a 
standard Persian text collection prepared by [8]. The original downloaded documents were 
HTML files. Then they built a consistent corpus of 110 millions words from those raw HTML 
files using conversions like: Merging HTML files, removing HTML tags, aligning Persian 
words, removing numbers, names and punctuations and finally removing pictures. Furthermore, 
we merged all files to one big file and changed it to readable file by C#.Net. Then words were 
extracted from file and were counted frequency of each word, they implied to corpus table thus 
it has 418000 words and their number of frequencies. Because corpus were gathered from varies 
sites and authors with variety backgrounds, important point in this corpus is that there are all 
words that usually use in formal written &spoken but there aren’t some words that use in 
informal spoken such as"ابلو " سه" or "  ت  which used instead of the " واضح" (plain ) or " خراب"  
(lost ).  

In other case second table of corpus has 3000 phrases and idioms that extracted from [9-
10] and usually use in formal sentences. Surely the processing of texts out of these sources 
beside other sources would be a real big challenge. 

Total word in the downloaded files after aligning and changing to readable files were 110 
millions words. Persian - Azerbaijani Corpus Database held about 415 MB of storage, first table 
(corpus1) included 418000 words; second table (corpus2) engrossed 3000 phrases and idioms. 
The Highest frequency Persian word is "و" with 6 million times repetition and after that 2 or 3 
letters words are high frequency (shows in table 1). Long words usually have low frequency and 
most of the valid them (longer than 9 letters) came from other languages such as English or 
French and or typists made mistake. 

 
Table 1. Table of frequency of Persian word-forms  

 
Word-forms Azerbaijani English Frequency 

 və and 6,327,214 و
 də/da in/on/at 4,778,642 در
 dan/dən of/from/than/since 4,410,258 از
 la/ə to/at/by/with 3,986,152 به
 na/dan in/of 2,121,514 را

 dir/dur is 2,025,805 است
… … … … 
آزارترينکم  ən zərərsiz the most harmless 9 

 çox acıqlı very angry 9 بسيارخشمگين
المللیبينفدراسيون  beynəlxalq federasiya international federation 4 
 yeni realizm new realism 2 نئورئاليسم

 nanotexnologiya nanotechnology 2 نانوتکنولوژی
 Galina Belanka Galina Belanka 1 گالينابالنکا

  
The Purpose of this paper is to create a MT system that can translate Persian documents 

into Azerbaijani documents, so the corpus should be including Azerbaijani Translation of 
Persian words. Because the words with low occurrence frequency have used lower than high 
occurrence frequency words in Persian documents, the words with minimum 100 times 
repetition were chosen for writing Azerbaijani Translation and total number of them are 21000 
words. In addition, there are 3000 Persian phrases and idioms into second table of the corpus 
that should have been write Azerbaijani Translation for them. 

One program was written in C#.NET that it can accept up to 3 Azerbaijani words 
Translation for each Persian word. This program let us add, edit or delete records and it can do 
sort and search them with various criteria. The corpus was completed by this program, thus it 
includes 24 thousands Persian words and phrases with maximum 3 Azerbaijani Translation [11] 
for apiece. 
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion 

While creating Persian-Azerbaijani corpus from written text, we faced several problems 
based on specific features of the Persian language that will mention in continues. In this section 
the problems we faced in our experience while constructing a corpus are listed and the possible 
solutions to fix these problems are discussed. 

- There are some abbreviations in Persian documents that are presented with one-letter 
words. For example, “ ع” stands for “ه السالم ه" instead of the "ص" or ”علي , "صلی ال in addition 
these are Persian letters. In the first situation these words can be written with other names, but in 
opposite situation they are written as a single word. 

- In Persian language there are different ambiguities in the lexicon. Because in Persian 
text short vowels not written but it is pronounced, one of these ambiguities is homographs 
features. Any morphological analyzers for Persian should be able to recognize and disambiguate 
such words. For example the homograph  could be pronounced any of these along with "لنگ"
their POS tagging: /long/ ‘Apron’ (noun) and /lang/ ‘limp’ (adj), /leng/ ‘foot’ (noun). On the 
other hand, it makes problems in tokenization process to extract the frequency, because these 
three words would be counted as one, and the result is an unreliable statistics for the frequency 
of such words. Therefore there is a need to disambiguate the ambiguous words that occur during 
the translations [12]. 

- Another problem in Persian text like any other languages is homonym, since these 
words pronounced same as each other they are distinguished just in sentences in relation of 
other words. For example the word "داد"  /dad/ is the verb meaning "gave" (verb past 
tense);"justice" (adj), and it also means "shout" (verb). These words could be disambiguated 
based on the local context they are used in. 

- The optional type of some characters make the processing of a corpus more challenging, 
because the same words can appear with different forms. One of these characters that borrow 
from Arabic is "ئ" /-e/. Some typist use "ئ"  /-e/ and some "ی" /ye/ instead it. This different 
typing style causes to have two separated words in the corpus for a single word like "ائل "وس  
/vasa_el/ and "وسايل" /vasayel/ meaning of both of them is ‘utensil’. 
 
4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have given an overview of design Persian-Azerbaijani MT dictionary. 
For this reason we created a corpus included Persian word-forms, phrases, idioms and their 
Azerbaijani translations. Finally we mentioned some of the problems that come from Persian 
text features and described our solutions to fix them. The volume (number of dictionary entries) 
of the first version of Persian-Azerbaijani MT dictionary is about 21,000 words and 3000 
phrases. 

Currently the works on creation of Persian-Azerbaijani MT system are continued. 
 

 
Fig.1. Persian-Azerbaijani MT dictionary editor 
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Fig. 2. Inside of the dictionary 
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